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Last time I said we're back - this 
time, we're live! 
That's right, the Res Gestae has fi­
nally (finally!) made its way back on­
line as of this issue - you can find us at 
our new website, www.theresgestae. 
com. (We claim no responsibility for 
what you will see if you accidently 
type ".org" instead.) Hooray! 
Though the site itself is yet a work 
in process, this current issue is up, 
and we invite you to explore and give 
us feedback as we diligently strive to 
transfer and upload nearly sixty years 
of content to our new e-home. 
Though we wouldn't call it the 
most important bit (you might), part 
of that content will be every grade 
curve the RG has published (though 
there are probably fewer of those than 
one might think), including the one 
that's in this issue. 
Oh, go ahead, flip to it, figure out 
how many people pass/failed Trans­
nat, try and guess which professors 
use a really, really long flight of stairs 
to toss your exams down, then come 
back when you're done - I can wait. 
. . .  Back so soon? Alright then. 
Like I was saying (before y'all's 
blood got all heated at the thought of 
those poor, lonely, hot 'n' fresh grade 
curves cooling their jets in the middle 
of the paper), all the grade curves we 
have will, eventually, go on this new 
website, mostly because we know 
y'all are completely obsessed with 
them. But what else fascinates you? 
What else do you wish MLaw had 
online? 
We have an opportunity here, all 
of us, to create a lasting contribution 
to the resources available for stu-
dents, by students, and fortunately, 
your humble RG staff doesn't have to 
go it alone - we know for a fact y'all 
have great ideas about what you'd 
like to see online. 
In fact, we've already heard 
some of those fabulous ideas, but 
hey, we're greedy, and, now that the 
site is live, we want more. In fact, I'll 
make fresh beignets for anyone who 
can top my favorite suggestion so far: 
MLaw Missed Connections. This will 
be incredibly tough, as that'd be like 
my favorite bits of Craig's List, only 
with people I might actually know 
and without the incredibly sketch 
photos, and thus ridiculously hard 
to beat. 
Unlike The Ann Arbor News, 
however, the RG will still exist in 
print, as well as have some "print 
only" content that will be solely 
available in the oh-so-last-century 
paper copies of the RG. (For instance, 
if you're a big Nunc Pro Tunc fan, like 
. . .  just about everyone, you'll only 
be able to get your fix in print.) 
Regardless, check out the site 
(I'd bookmark it and Coogle Reader 
it, but maybe that's . . .  entirely justi­
fied overkill), tell us what you think 
at comments@theresgestae.com (for 
non-website related comments you 
can feel free to keep emailing us at 
rg@umich.edu), and look for more 
updates in the weeks and months 
ahead. Thanks! 
--Rooks 
Your Friendly Neighborhood Editor­
In-Chief 
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This Is Water: 
Ur Do in' It Wrong: 
Why Your Facebook Status Message Sucks 
By Dave Heal 
One of the great contributions 
of the past decade to the social the­
ory of the Internet is John Gabriel's 
Greater Internet Fuckwad Theory, 
which states that the proliferation 
of "Shitcock!" -shouting "Total Puck­
wads" on the Internet is the natural 
result of giving relatively normal 
people anonymity and an audi­
ence. I submit to you that there's a 
related, parallel theory that explains 
or at least describes the behavior of 
otherwise circumspect people who 
use their Facebook status messages 
in order to share things they would 
never dream of sharing with a group 
of people that often comprises best 
friends, sworn enemies, forgotten ac­
quaintances, and that guy they dated 
and contemplated marrying but who 
then slept with their French teacher 
at their graduation party. 
These people would be better off 
if, having learned from Odysseus' 
leisurely sail past the Sirens, they 
recognized that inviting blank box 
as the alluring but dangerous thing 
that it is and swore off completely. 
Unfortunately, Facebook doesn't al­
low us to disable the status update, 
and even if they did few would do 
so. And even fewer of those people 
would be the people who would most 
benefit: those for whom their status 
message is a menace to themselves 
and others. 
Facebook and its insidious use 
of the term 'friend' encourages a 
kind of willful self-deception that 
results in a massive amount of what 
today's youth call 'overshare.' This 
oversharing can be about the bor­
ing details of daily life or the spicy, 
intimate details of what, at least for 
law students, could not possibly be 
daily life, but the result is that lots of 
stuff that would be better off kept a 
mystery is broadcast to hundreds of 
people via the News Feed. 
Given that even the ersatz-friend­
ship of Facebook is reciprocal%in 
that you have to accept someone's 
friend request and in doing so gener­
ally also allow them to follow your 
status messages%it makes sense 
that people who are not committed 
emotional exhibitionists in the land 
of bricks and mortar but still have a 
desire to share how cool or sad or 
ironically lame they are would find 
the Facebook status message seduc­
tively appealing. Unlike Twitter, 
which is explicitly designed for com­
municating things to a known blend 
of friends and strangers, Facebook 
embeds the status message in your 
profile and then sends it out the back 
door via the News Feed. This allows 
people to engage in diary-like confes­
sionals for the benefit of a few people 
while maintaining the barely tenable 
illusion that the dumb or embarrass­
ing things being shared aren't going 
directly to everybody else as well. 
Once Facebook moved from iso­
lated profile pages to its current news 
feed/gossip aggregator format, it im­
plicitly asked an important question 
of everybody that uses the service. 
Because you are likely Facebook 
friends with people that play differ­
ent roles in your life, and because 
you can't negotiate all those relation­
ships at once, will your Facebook 
presence tend towards a reflection of 
the lowest level of friendship or the 
highest? Will you act on Face book as 
if everybody is your actual friend or 
as if everybody is that creep from the 
snack bar who tried to sit on your lap 
and then made you accept his friend 
request on your iPhone before he'd 
let you go? 
One of the unfortunate conse­
quences of the News Feed is that lots 
of people that you are friends with for 
reasons other than actual friendship 
are receiving your status updates. 
Facebook allows you to change this 
away from the default, but restrict­
ing the flow of your status updates 
requires either creating and diligently 
maintaining friend groups or manu­
ally adding individual friends to a list 
that is allowed to view your updates. 
Because most people secretly want 
non-friends to be able to read at least 
some of their status messages (when 
they are being studious or winning 
awards or having sex with someone 
above their station), most people are 
content with the default setting of free 
and open sharing. This is generally 
bad. It's bad because for a whole host 
of people who may not care about you 
and may not even know you, patterns 
begin to emerge and conclusions 
drawn based on infrequent expres­
sions you may view as trivial. For 
students, who are virtually obligated 
to form Facebook relationships with 
lots of people they aren't actually 
friends with, this badness can mani­
fest itself regularly. With that said, I'd 
like to give a few examples of status 
messages that might deserve a second 
thought the next time you think about 
putting them up. 
The "I Am Smarter Than A Supreme 
Court Justice" Status Message 
Well, for starters, you almost cer­
tainly aren't. But even if you are, your 
very public acknowledgement of the 
fact makes you a jerkoff. Any status 
message that bears even a familial 
resemblance to "LULZ Scalia's con­
ception of agency deference is TOTES 
STUPES!!!ll" is probably best left to 
class or your blog. Everybody that's 
friends with you from law school 
CONTINUED on Page 18 
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Bold As Tech: 
'Getting Things Done' 2: 
Electric Boogaloo 
By Greg Lavigne 
In my last column, I talked a 
bit about using the "Getting Things 
Done" system to keep on top of 
your overflowing inbox. Believe it 
or not, some people actually found 
the article useful (I am flattered and 
shocked) and are holding me to my 
promise of further GTD goodness, so 
that's the plan. 
The way I see it, there are three 
main ways of building this kind of 
system. Keep it in your email, use a 
separate application, or revert to the 
dark ages and use physical folders 
(right, this is a tech column, so you 
can figure this one out on your 
own%hint: you're killing way more 
trees than is necessary). One great 
feature is that most of these systems 
can directly integrate your emails, 
which are often the source of your 
tasks in the first place. 
Email-based GTD 
Step 1: Send yourself an email 
with your task in the subject line. 
Step 2: File it. Can it be any more 
simple? You don't need any special 
software, you have permanent and 
perpetual access to your to-do list 
everywhere you have Internet access, 
and you can add new tasks just as 
easily. In addition, many cell phones 
with text message capability can send 
messages to email addresses (just 
enter the address into the "phone 
number" field of your phone), so you 
can submit new tasks from virtually 
anywhere. 
This solution definitely won't 
work for everyone. If you don't like 
having your tasks mixed in with your 
general email inbox (or don't really 
:-vant to directly involve your email 
m the whole GTD world) this is a 
pretty big fail. You also won't have (www.simplegtd.com. $10 donation) 
the capability to add dynamic sorting or one of 37 Signals (www.37signals. 
options (discussed below), which at com, free and monthly subscriptions) 
least for me, are one of the greatest information management systems . 
features of a complete GTD system. 
A pplication-based GTD 
One of the primary features 
of generalized GTD systems is the 
ability to "tag" tasks with multiple 
characteristics so that you can sort 
your tasks by different characteristics 
(almost l ike sorting fields in a 
spreadsheet). For example, if I want 
to see all of the reading assignments 
I need to do, I just select that tag and 
the program filters my results for me. 
Taking the concept a bit further 
gives us a second organizational 
tool called "contexts." A "context" 
refers to a discrete role or capacity 
in which you have obligations, like 
school, a student group, or family. 
You could also define "contexts" for 
larger projects that will be composed 
of many smaller tasks. The " context" 
concept is not necessary if you want to 
tag everything, but it allows another 
level of distinction that many GTD 
users find rather useful. 
F o r  e x a m p le, m y  favor i te  
program, Things (www.culturedcode. 
com. $49.95, Mac OS X), allows the 
user to create tasks with fields for 
tags, priorities, and due dates, as 
well as setup Projects and Areas 
of Responsibility for organization. 
On the PC side, where developers 
have sadly not embraced GTD, 
your best bet is to try the official 
Outlook Add-In (http://gtdsupport. 
netcentrics.com. $69.95, Windows 
XP and Vista), which allows you to 
organize by Project. Your tasks will 
also be synced to your smartphone if 
that's your thing. You can also try an 
online GTD service like SimpleGTD 
E xtra Features 
One cool tip for you Gmail users 
out there: each email in your inbox is 
assigned a unique permanent URL, 
so you can copy the URL out of your 
web browser address bar and paste 
it into the "Notes" field of a task. 
When you access that task and need 
a refresher on the details that led to 
its creation, click on the link and your 
web browser will take you straight 
to that email. 
And finally, for my fellow Mac 
users, I'm happy to say that Mail has 
a similar feature. Drag a message out 
of the application window and into a 
"Notes" field, and it will also create 
a permanent link to the message, 
even if  you file the message at a 
later date. Many of the best GTD 
applications for Mac will also sync 
to an app on your iPhone. Things 
(information above) and OmniFocus 
(www.omnigroup.com/applications/ 
omnifocus. $79.95) are the best. 
All of these systems are slightly 
different in their implementation, 
but they all involve using the sorting 
and organizing features we discussed 
here today. The best way to figure out 
what works for you is to experiment 
with a couple systems and remember 
that the simplest system often works 
the best. With finals coming up 
quickly, take the opportunity to set 
something up now and see how 
much more you can get done. 
Greg Lavigne is a master at getting 
things done, with or without upper case 
letters. Express your deep and abiding 
envy at rg@umich.edu. 
Kic 'ng It 
Tonight We're Gonna Party Like It's 1959 
By Meredith Weill 
The Law School Prom takes place 
in just a couple of days, so Kicking 
it Old School decided to look into 
the RG archives to see what sorts 
of parties and dances Michigan law 
students have planned and attended 
over the decades. Issues of the paper 
from 1957-1959 provided a few gems, 
including this one. The Crease Ball 
seems to have endured for a while­
KiOS has seen references to it in many 
an old RG. KiOS also hopes it's true 
that one could have a date served a 
subpoena by a police officer. Not 
shown here is an ad for Crease Ball 
tickets noting that the first 150 people 
to buy tickets would "receive a card 
entitling them to a free 'clean and 
crease' of a pair of pants at the K wick 
n' Kleen." Does anyone need a plank 
in a platform for an LSSS run? 
Other dances included the Wigge 
and Robbe fall formal that was, sadly, 
cancelled in 1958 due to a conflict 
with the booking of the hall where it 
was to be held. Students could still 
enjoy(?) "La Inquisicion" that No­
vember. According to the RG, it was 
a dance open to the whole law school 
community. Not sure what, besides 
dancing, one would have expected 
there. 
The Chancellor's Court was the 
law school's springtime semi-formal 
in the 1950s. According to the RG 
in March of 1957, "Even though the 
dance falls into the category of a 
'formal', the usual emphasis on that 
word will apply only to the ladies, 
and as a result, the men will be able to 
venture forth with dark suits with no 
fear of violating social mores." KiOS 
was not sure whether to take offense 
r)
. 
r.·· "'···� .. 
1,\_t 0 
to that odd bit of fashion advice but 
was pretty appalled when it read that 
the Last Blast dance of 1957 would 
have a jazz band, refreshments, and 
"400 UNESCORTED GIRLS." The 
planners of the same event in 1958 
must have been less successful in 
their recruitment efforts, as the ad 
for that one promised only "300 
unescorted co-eds from sororities and 
dorms around the campus." KiOS 
hopes everyone can meet a special 
someone or whatever at the prom, 
but there's just something unsettling 
about that phrasing. The event was 
billed as "a FINE and GENTLEMAN­
LY moment for acquaintanceships 
between LAW STUDENTS and some 
of the FINE young ladies gracing the 
undergraduate schools." Seriously. 
Curious about a blast from the past? 
Reach Meredith at rg@umich.edu! 
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Between the Briefs: 
236 F.3d 342: That's What She Said 
By Rooks 
There are few things scarier to a 
student journalist than researching 
school censorship. No, really. 
Despite the rather rarified space 
I'm privileged to occupy in the realm 
of student journalism - I am my own 
editor, after all, not to mention the 
fact that I write in a forum where the 
question of whether my classmates, 
young at heart though y'all may well 
be, need some sort of protection from 
a mental debauching provided by 
Yours Truly is near laughable - look­
ing up the state of affairs in student 
media censorship was a strangely 
nerve-wracking experience. What 
if I'd been doing something terribly 
wrong all this time, and had possibly 
opened up my beloved Res Gestae 
to reams of belabored judicial ream­
ing of the most unlubricated and 
mind numbing sort? It's like one of 
those nightmares where you know 
you're dreaming - you're not re­
ally concerned that you've arrived to 
Contracts nekkid, but that knowledge 
doesn't exactly make the prospect 
more comfortable. (In the interest 
of full disclosure, this naked dream 
analogy is pure speculation on my 
part - I've actually never had one 
of these kinds of nightmares, and I 
often wonder if they're as common 
as cultural tropes might suggest.) 
Embarrassing dreams of an argu­
ably prurient nature aside, as a result, 
I can only imagine what Bess Davis, 
the author of The Bess Sex Column 
(hereinafter Bess Sex) at the Univer­
sity of Montana (an entirely differ-
. 
ent UM, thankfully) must be going 
through; in my head, it is basically 
the opposite of a nifty experience. 
This all began, apparently, when 
the editorial board of The Kaimin, 
UMontana's student paper, for the 
"first time . . .  in . . .  111 years," 
decided late in '08 to publish a sex 
column, Bess Sex, that debuted in 
2009. Now, the subject matter and 
writing's pretty tame, by sex column 
standards - probably at its worst on 
par with the entirely inappropriate 
reaming joke above, but with frank 
talk about sex and relationships us­
ing the actual names of a variety of 
body parts. The terror. Of course, 
because [insert your deity or non­
deity of choice here] forbid that col­
lege students should (gasp!) openly 
discuss their sexual lives and choices, 
soon after Bess Sex appeared, it came 
under fire. 
By a law professor. 
Yeah, I didn't see that coming 
either. 
Kristin Juras, who, according to 
her UMSL faculty webpage, teaches 
Property, Business Transactions, and 
other assorted business and tax class­
es, has decried Bess Sex as "embar­
rassingly unprofessional," claiming 
that the column actually besmirches 
not only the university, but Juras' own 
reputation as a faculty member. (I'm 
incredibly glad that the faculty and 
staff at MLaw seem to fall into one 
of two groups in regards to the RG: 
'enjoy' or 'ignore' .)  She also asserts 
that, since The Kaimin is, at least in 
part, funded through the university, 
that should affect the purpose (read: 
content) of the paper. She was joined 
in her disapproval, at least online, 
by fellow UMSL Con Law prof Rob 
Natelson, who went so far as to call 
Bess Sex "[s]tate-funded porn." (I 
personally can imagine few things 
less pornographic than a column 
that opens with Pope Benedict XVI's 
recent claims that condom distribu­
tion might exacerbate the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic in Africa, but whatever gets 
you hot, Professor.) 
Clearly I'm ragingly biased here, 
but I just don't buy any of these 
claims. I fail to see how an under-
graduate student newspaper's sex 
column, one that discusses Facebook 
relationship statuses and expressions 
of commitment via cohabitation or 
condom use in long term relation­
ships no less, in any plausible way 
affects the professional or personal 
standing of a Property professor at an 
attatched law school. If this were the 
case, reputable legal faculty would be 
few and far between, given the sheer 
quantity of colleges who run some 
sort of sex column or regular sexual 
content. (Heck, Michigan has at least 
two regular sex columns and a sex 
radio show- there'd be no living it 
down at cocktail parties.) 
The financial  argument also 
strikes me as rather a bit spurious. 
By RG standards, the yearly budget 
for The Kaiman is ginormous, and 
I openly covet all  $261,000 of it, 
but then, by RG standards, they've 
earned it, as one source states that 
roughly 65% of that money comes 
from ad sales. (That's $169, 650, for 
the folks playing at home.) The paper 
is also supported by a nominal stu­
dent fee ($8), but receives no direct 
state funds. Even were this not the 
case, and bearing in mind that in the 
twenty plus years since the ruling in 
Hazelwood (484 U.S. 260), only one 
circuit (the 7th in Hosty v. Carter 
in 2005, though SCOTUS did deny 
cert.) has ruled that Hazelwood can 
apply to colleges and universities, 
The Kaimin clearly meets the stan­
dard for a public forum as outlined 
in Hazelwood - their website clearly 
states that though the UMontana 
School of Journalism does use the pa­
per for "practice courses," the school 
"assumes no control over policy or 
content." 
At this point, I should probably 
admit that when an alum asked me 
to write about the growing brouhaha 
surrounding Bess Sex, I was a wee 
CONTINUED on Page 12 
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Ask The Beer Guy: 
Firkins, and Kolschs, and Curve Balls, Oh My! 
By Ben McJunkin beer cannot be chilled to American reason, I've got summer on my mind. 
temps (yeast hibernate when chilled). That's where Curve Ball comes in. 
Q: What's a fir kin an d why does 
Ashley's keep e-rnailing me about 
them? 
Instead, real ale is typically served 
at 55-60 degrees Fahrenheit, which 
conveniently maximizes the flavor 
of the beer, making your pint more 
Traditionally, the term "firkin" robust if perhaps less refreshing. 
referred to a small wooden cask for Because firkins are not pressure-fed, 
storing and serving beer in the UK. 
Over time, the wood was replaced 
by aluminum, and the word carne to 
refer to any 9-gallon beer cask. (For 
reference, a typical keg is 15% gal­
lons.) The real significance of firkins 
to beer fans is the not cask itself but 
real beers also cannot be served via 
a traditional tap. Instead, they are 
pulled from the firkin using a spe­
cial tool called a hand pump. Most 
bartenders hate the hand pump, as it 
takes a good deal of force and quite 
a bit of pumping just to squeeze out 
what's inside: firkins, unlike kegs, a pint. So when you order a real 
contain "cask" ale, also known as ale, be prepared to wait a while for 
"real" ale. 
Most of the ales consumed in 
the world are not real ales. They are 
typically fermented once to generate 
alcohol content, heat pasteurized 
to kill yeast and bacteria, filtered 
to make them bright and clear, and 
carbonated in the keg or bottle by 
injecting pressurized carbon dioxide 
or nitrogen. By contrast, real ale skips 
the pasteurization and filtering%both 
of which firkin fans insist alter or 
dilute flavors%and is naturally car­
bonated by a second fermentation 
that occurs in the firkin. Secondary 
fermentation usually involves adding 
additional sugars and occasionally a 
second batch of yeast to an erstwhile­
finished brew. The resulting beer 
thus has slightly more alcohol and 
a distinct flavor profile compared to 
its gas-injected cousin (and that's not 
accounting for the effects of pasteuri­
zation or filtering). 
The most important thing to 
remember about real ale is that it is 
alive. It is continuing to carbonate 
and condition in the firkin, even as 
it is being served. For the true beer 
diehards this is something beauti­
fully syrnbolic%consurning beer so 
fresh that the yeast are still working 
in your glass. For the more practi­
cal among you, this means that the 
something cloudy, warm, and bubbly 
rather than fizzy. 
Because of all the hassles asso­
ciated with serving real beer, most 
bars and brewpubs won't bother 
(and rightfully so, as most consumers 
aren't willing to pay the extra costs 
for a real ale). The rarity of a freshly 
tapped firkin, however, is precisely 
what makes it an event worth cel­
ebrating. Real ale is a beer delicacy, 
the sort of thing crafted and served 
by people who probably care more 
about the beer than the bottom line. 
So the next time you see an advertise­
ment for a firkin at your local bar, 
seize the opportunity. 
B eer I Lo ve This Week: 
Cur ve Ball Kolsch 
I'm going to catch hell from the 
beer snobs on this one, but Curve 
Ball is one of my very favorite sum­
mertime beers. I know, I know: (1) it's 
not summer and (2) I'm supposed to 
be the beer snob in this relationship. 
Bear with me. 
Maybe i t's the run of warm 
weather we've been having. Maybe 
it's the start of Hershovitz's Baseball 
& the Law mini-seminar. Maybe it's 
the fact that I'm a 3L and I just can't 
wait to get out of here. But for some 
Pyramid Breweries, the makers 
of Curve Ball, is a chain of plastic­
y brewpub-therned restaurants%! 
know! I told you the beer snobs would 
have my head for this one%that oper­
ates in Northern California, Portland, 
and Seattle. I say ''brewpub-therned" 
because the beer is actually brewed 
off-site and delivered to the restau-
rants in kegs. Beer brewed at the 
same site is also bottled and distrib­
uted to all fifty states. By all accounts, 
Pyramid produces a modest selection 
of innocuous, if uninspiring, beers. 
And every April they release a new 
season of their Curve Ball Kolsch to 
a tepid critical response. Yet every 
March I begin eagerly awaiting Pyra­
mid's April offering. 
Why? Because Curve Ball is a ter­
rible Kolsch. That's the thing that the 
beer critics can never forgive. Kolsch 
is the distinctive ale of Cologne, Ger­
many. In fact, under German law, 
beer may only be labeled Kolsch if 
it is brewed in or around Cologne. 
When done properly, a Kolsch should 
be light yellow in color, as translucent 
as a Pilsner but sweeter and less bit­
ter than a lager. The goal is a crisp, 
clean, and clear brew with light bis­
cuit flavors accented by herbal and 
floral notes. According to Pyramid, 
Curve Ball is supposed to be a Kolsch. 
Curve Ball is not a Kolsch (at least not 
a good one). And any self-respecting 
beer critic with an eye toward the 
history and tradition of Cologne's 
signature style could never admit to 
liking a failed Kolsch. But in failing, 
Pyramid accidentally brewed a really 
terrific beer. 
Unlike its straw-hued inspira­
tion, Curve Ball is a truly golden ale, 
its color almost reaching apricot. On 
the initial pour, cascading streams 
of fine carbonation produce a single 
CONTINUED on Page 18 
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The Food Court: 
Why Use Glannon When You've Got Gourmet?: 
A Guide to the Top Cookbooks 
By Liz Crouse & Michaela Tarr these time-traveling dishes are also 
Gourmet, e dited by Ruth Reichl 
Michaela: Besides being my fa­
vorite author of non-fiction, Ruth 
Reichl happens to be the editor of 
my favorite cookbook. I can spend 
a lovely afternoon rifling through 
this book, then rifling through my 
kitchen, then back to the book, trying 
to decide what to cook. This book 
is pure recipes - there are almost 
no discussions of ingredients, and 
absolutely no pictures. So it's a good 
value. I love this book because all the 
recipes I have ever made from it have 
come out fantastically, but I also sort 
of hate the book because I never seem 
to have all the ingredients it calls for. 
It almost always wants fresh herbs, 
some obscure spice, or more butter 
than I keep around the house. Or a 
specific cut of meat that's a pain in 
the neck to find. You could be flexible 
and substitute things, but that's not 
how you achieve stunning success. 
By the time I figure out what I have 
the ingredients to cook, or commit to 
going to the grocery, it's usually too 
late actually to cook what I've cho­
sen. So, then it's back to the drawing 
board, which for me is usually the 
Joy of Cooking. Even so, a day spent 
imagining all the wonderful things 
I could cook is usually a day well 
spent. 
Liz: I also have a love/hate rela­
tionship with the Gourmet book. On 
the one hand, there are a lot of un­
usual dishes in it, some that I would 
make, and some that I wouldn't (e.g., 
Green Chile Cheesecake with Papaya 
Salsa- an appetizer). On the other, 
it's a good compendium of dishes 
from different eras of 20th century 
American cooking. So, you have 
several recipes from Trader Vic's (the 
epitome of 1950s tiki-cool), empana­
das, and chop suey. Mixed in with all 
plenty of classics as well as a good 
variety of " ethnic" dishes. Yet, I often 
find myself looking for dishes that 
don't appear in a book that Reichl and 
the other editors intended to include 
"every recipe you would ever want." 
While it is hard to fault a book for fail­
ing to achieve this a silly and impos­
sible, this just isn't the go-to book on 
my shelf. Like Michaela, I often find 
that the recipe demands something 
that even my well-stocked kitchen 
does not hold (let alone that I could 
find without resort to mail-order). 
And, well, the recipes that I have 
tried aren't necessarily the greatest. 
This is a magazine cookbook and it 
is unrealistic to expect anything else 
from it. 
The Joy of Cooking 
Michaela: I grew up on the Joy of 
Cooking and learned how to cook 
out of it. If Mark Bittman hadn't 
come along, I would say it's the es­
sential cookbook: it has recipes for 
just about everything, explains the 
basics of every common vegetable, 
meat, dish, etc., and rarely calls for 
ingredients that are inconvenient to 
obtain (and never calls for anything 
impossible to get). But the book has 
some down sides. While the recipes 
come out well, they are not spectacu­
lar, not always easy to read, and not 
necessarily very flexible. It definitely 
includes some total dud recipes (I'm 
thinking of the sugar cookies I made 
for Christmas this year that tasted 
like raw flour . . .  even the burnt ones).  
If you can only have one cookbook, 
I would recommend this book over 
any other, but that may result from 
irrational nostalgia for my childhood. 
Liz: Seconded (except for the 
comment about Bittman, whom I 
don't particularly like and of whose 
books I own none). 
How to Cook Everything, 
Mark Bittman 
Michaela: I just received this 
book for Christmas, so I haven't had 
the chance to read through and use 
it too much, but so far I have been 
blown away by how usable it is. It 
gives brief, easy overviews of ingre­
dients, and a few basic recipes, with 
a myriad of suggestions on how to 
alter the recipes. If you want to learn 
to experiment more in the kitchen, 
this is a must have. If you want di­
rections for a million recipes, you'll 
want the Joy. My favorite part of this 
book is that the revised version (lOth 
Anniversary) has the world famous 
NY Times Bread recipe, so I no longer 
have to print it every time I want to 
make bread. Unless you're a nut, you 
won't know what this is. This recipe, 
when Bittman published it in the 
Times, made it into the top 10 most 
emailed stories list. Every major food 
blog/board has it posted at least a be­
jillion times. And every man, woman 
and child who has ever lusted after 
an enameled cast iron pot now has 
a reason they need that pot. So why 
is this recipe so special? Because it's 
virtually fool proof, doesn't require 
kneading, and can be adjusted end­
lessly to make different flavors of 
bread. All you do is mix some flour, 
water, yeast and salt, then leave it 
to the next day, when you punch it 
down, let it rest another two hours 
and bake it. You also don't actually 
need the cast iron pot, it's just a good 
excuse for owning an overpriced, 
under-used kitchen item that only 
crazies keep around. 
The Kitchen Diaries, Nigel Slater 
Liz: Unlike the cookbooks we 
described above, The Kitchen Diaries 
CONTINUED on Page 20 
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Fall '08 Grade Curves: The Obligatory PSA 
We've basically given up on tell­
ing everyone to calm down. 
No truly, we mean it. 
It's not that we don't want folks to 
chill out about grades and the grade 
curves in general; we realize that, 
given the current job market, that's 
about as likely as a mythical Admin 
class wherein the majority of students 
actually received a grade. 
No, no, we just think the times 
are bleak enough without feeling rag­
ingly ineffectual, which is basically 
how we end up looking every time 
we tell people not to put too much 
stock in The Curves. Sure, you're 
paying attention now, but sooner 
rather than later you'll be poring over 
these teeny, tiny columns, looking for 
the slightest deviation, or some small 
shred of affirmation for all the crap 
you went through last semester. "At 
least I did better than someone," you 
might say, or perhaps you'll find that, 
nightmare of nightmares!, you didn't 
do better than anyone in some class or 
another. Either way, at that point it's 
all over but for Mr. Hall asking that 
the suicide attempts be postponed 
until the next period. 
In short, our fellow law students 
are clearly giving us a complex. 
CONTI NUED on Next Page 
Grade Summary - Part 1 Fall2008 Number receiving each grade 
Course/ 
Section Professor 
51 0/00 I Cooper,Edward H 
510/002 Diller, Paul Adam 
520/001 Frier,Bruce W 
530/001 Prescott,James Jondall 
540/001 Larsen,Joan L 
540/002 Franklin,David 
540/003 Bagenstos,Samue\ R 
560/001,002 Krier,James E 
560/003 Miller, William 1 
560/004 Simpson,Brian 
580/001 Whitman,Christina L B 
580/002 Horwitz,Jill R 
580/003 Hershovitz,Scott A 
580/004 Scblanger,Margo 
601/001 Croley,Steven P 
606/00 I Anton,Don K 
606/002 Bennoune,Karima Evan 
607/001 Sankaran,Vivek S 
6121001 Kantor,Allyn David 
6 I 9/001 Shany, Yuval 
622/001 Kritsiotis,Dino 
628/001 Kantor,Allyn David 
629/001 Lutz,Karl E 
631/001 Regan,Dona1d H 
634/001 Buchsbaum,Andrew P 
6381001 Dyk,Sally Katzen 
641/001 Primus,Eve Brensike 
644/001 Avi-Yonah,Reuven S 
656/001 Simpson,Brian 
657/001 Davis Evans,Aiicia 
657/002 Beny,Laura Nyantung 
662/00 I Rosenbaum,Mark D 
667/001 Garbarino,Carlo 
668/001,002 Crawford,Susan P 
669/00 l Gross,Samuel R 
669/002 Clark,Sherman J 
671/001 Geradin,Damien 
674/00 I ,002 Kedar ,Alexandre 
675/00 I Kauper,Thomas E 
677/001 Whitman,Christina L 8 
679/00 I Uhlmann,David M 
683/001 Rosenbaum,Mark D 
684/001 Horwitz,Jill R 
685/001 Payton,Sallyanne 
686/001 Routel,Colette 
689/001,002 Simma,Bruno Eckard 
693/001 Richman, William M 
693/002 Friedman,Richard D 
699/001 Winograd,Barry 
707/00 I Niehoff, Leonard Marvin 
709/001 Barr,Michael S 
723/00 I Pritchard,Adam C 
724/00 I Mathew,Penelope 
727/001 Eisenberg,Rebecca S 
731/001 Niehoff,Leonard Marvin 
738/00 I Laycock,Douglas 
743/001 Pritchard,Adam C 
747/001 Logue,Kyle D 
747/002 Hasen,David Milton 
749/001 Kahn,Doug1as A 
750/001,002 Bienenstock,Martin Jay 
751/001 Desimpelare,James Mark 






Intra to Constitutional Law 
Intra 10 Constirutional Law 











Children and the Law 
Alt Dispute Resolution 
Int'l Courts & Tribunals 
lnternat'l Humanitarian Law 
Environmental ADR 
Law Finns and Legal Careers 
Intra Con Law & Am Legal Pro 
Water Wars/Great Lakes 
Admin Law in Practice in Wash 
Crim Just: Invest&Police Prac 
Intra to Inc Tax of Business 
English Legal History 
Enterprise Organization 
Enterprise Organization 
Elements of Advocacy 




EU Competition Law 
Israeli Land Regime 
Federal Antitrust 
Federal Courts 
Environmental Law and Policy 
Fourteenth Amendment 
Health Law and Policy 
Leg Reasoning&Cognitive Theory 
Federal Indian Law 
Leading Cases in lnt'l Law 
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law 
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law 
Labor Law 
Mass Media Law 
Financial Instirutions 
The Public Corporation 
International Refugee Law 
Patent Law 
Legal Ethics & Prof Resp 
Remedies 
Securities Regulation 
Taxation of Individual Income 
Taxation of Individual Income 
Corporate Taxation 
Chapter 11 Reorganization 
Accounting for Lawyers 
Total 
4.3 4.0 3. 7 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.0 0.0 





























14 25 27 12 
12 
11 







6 12 27 16 10 
7 12 7 5 
4 9 10 
3 3 3 
10 9 18 22 
12 7 10 
6 9 10 9 
11 12 27 16 




8 31 20 




7 5 22 
12 10 11 16 






22 16 2 
12 18 11 
5 13 10 
9 3 1 
4 9 10 3 
5 7 18 16 
3 6 8 
2 6 5 
10 13 23 10 
I 2 3 3 
2 3 5 
6 5 9 
11 14 24 19 5 
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Deep, Calming Breaths, Everyone 
CONTINUED from Previous Page 
You see, we have a sneaking 
suspicion, recently formed, that all 
of this grade curve associated sturm 
und drang has little to do with each 
person's particular grades. After 
all, we each know how we did indi­
vidually, and it doesn't take a great 
LSAT or pithy personal statement to 
figure out if a grade is a good one or 
not. (Hint: The grade order bears no 
resemblance whatsoever to solfege.) 
So why do we need grade curves? 
Why does anyone care? 
Schadenfreude. Yeah, that's right 
- and we're calling you on it. 
If the staff of the RG is correct 
(and oh, how we long not to be, as 
it means that Michigan's perennial 
banner of near-sickening collegiality 
will be sullied!), the MLaw student 
body isn't worried about their own 
grades at all with the release of The 
Curves, and we've been proselytizing 
the wrong message for years. (That 
might explain why we appeared to 
not be getting through. Huh.) 
Instead, we newly posit that what 
we're all looking at, when we look at 
The Curves, are not our grades, but 
everyone else's. Got a B? At least 
you aren't the poor schmuck with 
a C. Got a C? At least you didn't 
spend as much time in the library as 
the poor schmuck who lived in their 
carrel and still only got a B. You get 
the ugly, unfortunate gist. 
So this year we're trying some­
thing new - we're not going to tell 
you how little grades matter in the 
grand scheme, even in the crappiest 
economy since Great-Grandpappy 
took to hiding his money under a 
mattress. We're not even going to tell 
you not to stress about your grades. 
(Unless you're a lL, and haven't had 
it beaten into you yet. In that spe­
cial case, Don't Stress About Your 
Grades - you don't want to end up 
like Jessie in a very special episode 
of Saved By The Bell, and there's no 
use crying over spilt flash drives.) 
Instead, we ask that everyone ignore 
the siren song of The Curves, tap into 
the milk of human kindness, and 
not stress over anyone else's grade, 
thereby returning The Curves to their 
original purpose - figuring out which 
professors to avoid like the proverbial 
plague. 
Ok, ok, so it's never gonna hap­
pen, at least not entirely. At least we 
can tell our therapists we tried. 
• 




754/001 Lutz,Karl E 
755/001 Waggoner,Lawrence W 
756/001 McCrudden,John Christopher 
757/001 Waggoner,Lawrence W 
759/001 Lutz,Karl E 




794/001 Frost,Philip M 
796/001 Parson,Edward A 
803/001 Katz,Ellen D 
804/001 Moscow,Cyril 
807/001 Rosenbaum,Mark D 
808/001 Jentes,Williarn R 
809/001 Adelman,Barry Alan 
815/001 Brandwein,Pamela 
826/001 Green,Saul Adair, Levy,Judith E 
829/001 Croley,Steven P 
837/001 Friedman,Richard D 
838/001 Bennoune,Karima Evan 
840/001 Hershovitz,Scott A 
8421001 Gosman,Sara Rollet 
848/001 Diller,Paul Adam 
857/001 A vi· Yonah,Reuven S 
860/001 Eisenberg,Rebecca S 
861/001 Davis Evans,Aiicia, 
869/001 Hirschei,Alison E 
884/001 Logue,Kyle D 
886/001 Simma,Bruno Eckard 
891/001 Miro,Jeffrey H 
8921001 K.ritsiotis,Dino, Simpson,Brian 
894/001 Regan,Donald H 
895/001 Thomas,Kirnberly A 
896/001 Cassard,Richard E 
897/001 Litman,Jessica D 
927/001 Newman, Valerie R, Van 
928/001 Newman, Valerie R, Van 
930/001 Kagan,Neil S 
935/001 Brown,Lorray S C 
Course Name 
Governance: Adv Problems 
Business Trans Practicum I 
Trusts and Estates I 
Comparative Hum Rgts Law 
Trusts and Estates II 
Business Trans Practicum II 
Trademarks and Unfair Comp 
Foreign Affairs 
Labor & Employment Arbitration 
Protect Hum Rgts in Int'l Law 
Senior Judge Seminar II 
Thinking Analytically 
Law & Political Participation 
Advanced Corporate Law 
Public Interest Litigation 
Complex Litigation 
Anatomy of a Deal 
Law and Inequality 
Fair Housing Law & Policy 
Civil Justice 
Confrontation 
Terrorism and lnt'l Law 
Law and Philosophy 
Environ Litg in Supreme Court 
Cities and Policy Innovation 
Income Tax Treaties 
Student Scholarship Workshop 
Law and Economics Workshop 
Law and the Elderly 
Readings in Tax Policy 
Impact of Hum Rts on Tnt Law 
The Board of Directors 
Uncensored Hist ofint'l Law 
Good Life/Government 
Criminal Sentencing 
Real Estate Development 
The Law in Cyberspace 
Crim Appellate Practice 
Criminal Appel Pract Field 
Environmental Law Clinic 
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The Grade Curves, Continued; or 
Grade Summary · Part 2 
Course/ 
Section 
5 1 0/001 

















6 1 2/001 
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Miller, William I 
Simpson,Br:ian 

























































Intra to Constitutional Law 
Intra to Constitutional Law 











Children and the Law 
A it Dispute Resolution 
Int'l Courts & Tribunals 
Intemat'l Humanitarian Law 
Environmentai ADR 
Law Firms and Legal Careers 
Intra Con Law & Am Legal Pro 
Water Wars/Great Lakes 
Admin Law in Practice in Wash 
Crim Just: Invest&Police Prac 
Intra to Inc Tax of Business 
English Legal History 
Enterprise Organization 
Enterprise Organization 
Elements of Advocacy 




EU Competition Law 
Israeli Land Regime 
Federal Antitrust 
Federal Courts 
Environmental Law and Policy 
Fourteenth Amendment 
Health Law and Policy 
Leg Reasoning&Cognitive Theory 
Federal Indian Law 
Leading Cases in Int'l Law 
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law 
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law 
Labor Law 
Mass Media Law 
Financial Institutions 
The Public Corporation 
Intemational Refugee Law 
Patent Law 
Legal Ethics & Prof Resp 
Remedies 
Securities Regulation 
Taxation of Individual Income 
Taxation of Individual Income 
Corporate Taxation 
Chapter II Reorganization 



















4 1  
2 0  
23 
1 6  











1 0  
2 1  
73 
80 




6 1  
38 
1 6  
1 6  






5 1  
3 7  




































































3 . 1 9  
3.22 
3.35 
3 . 1 9  









































What She Said Surely I knew that! Jacobellis, then Roth, then . . .  errr , , , oh, to hell with 
it. To the Internet! CONTINUED from 7 
bit ashamed at how much I didn't 
know about student speech rights. 
The thought process sort of went, 
"Tinker, then Hazelwood, then Bong 
Hits 4 Jesus . . .  umm . . .  bong hits . 
, , Morse!" . . .  right before I remem-
bered that, though helpful, nary a 
one of those cases actually involved 
a college. I thought. Maybe. Damn. 
But wait, what about censorship of 
pornography and obscenity laws? 
That's where I found, and was 
subsequently appalled by, Hosty. 
All's not lost, however, as the 6th 
circuit had ruled in 2001 in Kincaid 
v. Gibson that Hazelwood ought 
not to apply to college media, and 
a number of states have gone so far 
as to strengthen legislative efforts to 
protect student press. (In fairness to 
Prof. Herzog, I did check the grade 




1 4  
1 7  
Deviation from Grade Guidelines 
A- 8+ B 8- C+ 










-4 ·3 ·2 
·3 ·I  
- 1  ·2 -1  
·2 -5 ·2 · I  
·2 ·I ·I  
·2 - 1  
·2 ·3 ·2 - 1  
· I  
·2 ·2 ·I ·2 
-4 ·2 .]  
·I  - 1  
· I  ·I  I 
2 -6 ·2 ·I  
· I  I ·2 
· I  -4 
I -3 
-3 ·2 ·I 
· I  
·4 ·2 ·I 
·I ·4 -2 
·2 I · I  
·I  ·I  
·2 I 
·I  7 ·3 ·2 ·I 
·5 
·I I -3 ·2 
-3 -1 ·I  
-2 -4 ·3 ·I  ·I 
·I  
-1 ·I  
· I  · I  
-2 -1 
·2 ·I ·I  
· I  · 2  
· 9  · 9  · 3  · 2  
-2 
·I 
·2 ·3 .J 
·I 
·3 · I  
·I  I 
·3 ·2 ·3 
·I 
- 1  -4 2 ·I 
·3 ·2 · I  
·I ·4 
c C· 
mining that the Internet was a safer, 
if more cowardly, bet.) 
Regardless of her reasoning for 
quaffing the haterade with such zeal, 
Prof. Juras' has proffered solutions 
to the Bess Sex "problem," in theory 
changing the hiring and editorial 
guidelines of The Kaiman to better 
reflect her vision of the paper as a 
primarily educational vehicle, but 
in practice disqualifying Bess Davis 
as a viable sex columnist due to a 
CONTINUED on Next Page 
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The Best Laid Deviations of Mice and Men . • • 
Grade Summary - Part 2 Fall 2008 
Course/ No. Mean 
Section Professor Course Name Graded Grade 
752/001 Payton,Sallyanne Governance: Adv Problems 1 3  3.78 
754/001 Lutz,Karl E Business Trans Practicum I 27 3.59 
755/001 Waggoner,Lawrence W Trusts and Estates I 40 3.28 
756/001 McCrudden,John Christopher Comparative Hum Rgts Law 26 3.63 
757/001 Waggoner,Lawrence W Trusts and Estates II 6 3.88 
759/001 Lutz,Karl E Business Trans Practicum II 22 3.75 
760/001 Litman,Jessica D Trademarks and Unfair Camp 24 3.30 
763/001 Hakimi,Monica Foreign Affairs 1 8  3.22 
773/001 Winograd,Barry Labor & Employment Arbitration 20 3.63 
780/001 Mathew,Penelope Protect Hum Rgts in Tnt'\ Law 22 3.37 
794/001 Frost,Philip M Senior Judge Seminar IT 1 6  4.00 
796/001 Parson,Edward A Thinking Analytically 1 5  3.62 
803/001 Katz,Ellen D Law & Political Participation 3.78 
804/001 Moscow,Cyril Advanced Corporate Law 1 4  3.68 
807/001 Rosenbaum,Mark D Public Interest Litigation 4 3.70 
808/001 Jentes,Wi\liam R Complex Litigation 18 3.56 
809/001 Adelman,Barry Alan Anatomy of a Deal 1 6  3.61 
8 1 5/001 Brandwein,Pamela Law and Inequality 1 6  3.81 
826/001 Green,Saul Adair, Le'.y,Judith E Fair Housing Law & Policy 1 3  3.99 
829/001 Croley,Steven P Civil Justice 1 5  4.04 
837/001 Friedman,Richard D Confrontation 1.70 
838/001 Bennoune,Karima Evan Terrorism and lnt'l Law I I  3.62 
840/001 Hershovitz,Scott A Law and Philosophy 14 3.77 
842/001 Gosman,Sara Rollet Environ Litg in Supreme Court 8 3.68 
848/001 Diller,Paul Adam Cities and Policy Innovation 1 3  3.56 
857/001 Avi-Yonah,Reuven S Income Tax Treaties 1 5  3.89 
860/001 Eisenberg, Rebecca S Student Scholarship Workshop 8 3.66 
861/001 Davis Evans,Alicia, Law and Economics Workshop 1 6  3.65 
869/001 Hirschel,Alison E Law and the Elderly 3.30 
884/001 Logue,Kyle D Readings in Tax Policy 1 7  3.66 
886/001 Simma,Bruno Eckard Impact of Hum Rts on Int Law I 3.00 
891/001 Miro,Jeffrey H The Board of Directors 18 3.63 
892/001 Kritsiotis,Dino, Simpson,Brian Uncensored Hist of lnt'l Law 1 5  3.60 
894/001 Regan,Donald H Good Life/Government 3 4.10 
895/001 Thomas,Kimberly A Criminal Sentencing 14 3.60 
896/001 Cassard,Richard E Real Estate Development 1 8  3.89 
897/001 Litman,Jessica D The Law in Cyberspace I I  3.70 
927/001 Newman, Valerie R, Van Crim Appellate Practice 1 2  3.88 
928/001 Newman, Valerie R, Van Criminal Appel Pract Field 1 2  3.88 
930/001 Kagan,Neil S Environmental Law Clinic 8 3 .71  
935/001 Brown,Lorray S C Children's Rights App Practice 3.78 
Key: No. Graded - The number of students in the class receiving grades A+ through E 
Mean Grade - Based on the No. Graded (rather than the Class Size) 
Within range? - Based on the guidelines for Mean Grade: 3 . 1 3  minimum; 3 . 1 9  target; 3.25 
maximum 
Deviation from Grade Guidelines 
<blank> : the number of students receiving that grade within the target range 
CONTINUED from Previous Page 
supposed lack of sexpert street cred. 
(Juras used the comparative example 
of a law student being ideal for writ­
ing about legal issues.) 
Thing is, claiming it is inap­
propriate for Davis to talk sex for 
public dissemination, simply because 
she has no obvious educational 
background in sex beyond the eu­
phemistic "personal experience," is 
incredibly disingenuous. I barely 
need both hands to count the number 
of undergraduate programs (most, if 
not all, minors or concentrations) in 
Human Sexuality in the United States 
(and, as far as I can tell, not a one of 
them are in Montana). As a result, 
many "sexperts" in the States, espe­
cially in journalism, are, for the most 
part (or at least initially), self-taught. 
Writing about sex has always been, to 
my mind, more about willingness to 
learn (and, if necessary, much like the 
law, cite to a greater authority) than 
existing encyclopedic knowledge -
from having read the eight extant 
Bess Sex columns, I fail to see where 
she's actually been derelict in any sort 
of duty to her readership (which, let's 
face it, due to the controversy, has 
probably increased ten-fold). 
I'm not sure if Prof. Juras is buck­
ing for the University of Montana 
to join the University of Chicago on 
some sort of Travel Channel special 
on 'Top 10 Places Fun Goes to Die', 
but the local ACS chapter at UMSL 
is hosting a five person panel debate 
on the Bess Sex controversy this 
Thursday, so at least there'll be a 
venue in which students and faculty 
Within Deviation from Grade Guidelines 
Range? A+ A A- 8+ 8 8- C+ c C-
high I 5 -2 -3 - I  
high -5 -2 - I  
high - I  - I  
high -5 - I  - I  
high - I  - I  
high -5 -4 -2 - I  
high - I  
-2 I 
high -4 -2 - I  
high -3 -2 
high 14 -2 -4 -3 - I  - I  
high I 6 -4 - I  - I  
can discuss the issues. Compared 
to another recent school paper sex 
column scandal, that of Emerald 
Ridge High School (aka Total Drama 
Island, where they published identi­
fied students' sex lives in the paper _ _  
. a column for another day, perhaps), 
Bess Sex, and, by extention, UMon­
tana, may well find that a sex column 
definitely fulfills an educational func­
tion after alL 
Got a burning question for the RG's 
award winning sex columnist ?  Email 
her at betweenthebriefs®gmail.com, or 
pendaflex your query in the dead of night 
- don't worry, she won't judge. 
• 
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Save Yourself: 
II 
A Walk on the Wild Side 
By Carla Lee 
It is still winter in Michigan, 
though the sun has come back and the 
temperatures are warmer. (Warmer 
but not warm. I am looking at you, 
people who are wearing shorts in 40 
degree weather.) The cold in the air 
still bites into skin, especially when 
the sun goes down, but cabin fever is 
setting in and the sunlight is tempt­
ing. The semester is well under way, 
and the work is piling on as we head 
toward finals. Illness and stress run 
rampant through the law quad. It's 
time to get away. 
If you, too, want to take advan­
tage of the beautiful, chilly days 
before winter sets in again with gray 
skies and snow, I suggest visiting 
one of Ann Arbor's parks. Go in the 
early afternoon, when the sunlight is 
warm and the sky mostly clear, and 
enjoy the fresh air. Here are two of 
my favorite local parks. 
Parker Mill County Park 
Phone: 734-971-6337 
Address: 4650 Geddes 
Hours: October through April, 7 a.m. 
to 6 p.m; May through September, 7 
a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Parker Mill County Park encom­
passes the tail end of Fleming Creek, 
including the mouth of the creek, 
where it joins the Huron River. The 
Parker Mill itself is operable and con­
tains the original milling machinery; 
it is open for public tours on week­
ends in the fall, and group tours by 
appointment May to October. 
The Hoyt G. Post Trail, a board­
walk nearly mile long, includes five 
interpretive nature stations that cover 
topics such as the land and water 
connection, why rivers meander and 
change course, why trees fall on the 
floodplain, and the importance of the 
animals of the creek and river. The 
path is a flat walkway with wide side 
curbs and is perfect for wheelchairs 
and walkers. Though the trail is open 
year round, in inclement/snowy 
weather it will only be accessible to 
walkers, not wheelchairs. During the 
winter, enter the park through the 
Dixboro Road parking lot entrance. 
The trail was made possible by 
a donation in honor of Hoyt Garrod, 
who graduated from UM Law in 1907 
and greatly enjoyed the Huron River 
while in school. 
The Bituminous Path, the main 
trail, connects Parker Mill with Gal­
lup Park. It crosses the Huron River 
and is open to bikers, runners, and 
walkers. For a short nature walk, the 
Sugarbush Trail is appropriate. It is 
made of compacted crushed stone 
and is approximately two-tenths of 
a mile through the trees. 
Tours conducted by a park natu­
ralist are available by appointment. 
It is common to see mink, deer, and 
heron along the trails, and possible 
that you will see an Eastern Mas­
sasauga Rattler, the only poisonous 
snake in Michigan (possible, but not 
likely, because it is a Species of Special 
Concern protected by state law). 
There is a Visitor's Center with 
information about the various trails, 
and bathrooms during the regular 
season (May through October), 
though they close in winter. There 
are picnic tables, and the roof over 
the information area and the tables 
looks quite like the roof of a covered 
bridge. 
Behind the Visitors Center, a full 
pimic area overlooks Fleming Creek. 
There are a number of pimic tables 
and a log cabin; right now, the ground 
is very wet, with water sitting on the 
surface in many places near the cabin, 
but the majority of the tables are on 
dry ground and available for use. 
The creek flows very quickly near 
the pimic area, and the water bubbles 
and gurgles pleasantly. The trees are 
still bare, and the ground brown, but 
you can see the beginning of spring 
sneaking in around the edges. It's a 
pretty area even in this barren state, 
and will become beautiful as the 
world blooms. 
Gallup Park 
Address: 3000 Fuller Road 
Hours: Closes at 10 p.m. 
Gallup Park is a sprawling park 
covering sixty-nine acres along the 
Huron River ane Geddes Pond. It 
has two playgrounds, a canoe livery, 
picnic areas and grills, two pimic 
shelters, an open field for games, and 
over three miles of asphalt trails open 
to bikers, rollerbladers, walkers, and 
runners. There is one parking area 
near the main entrance off Fuller 
Road, two within the park along the 
park drive, and one southeast on 
Geddes Road. 
Gallup Part is considered Ann 
Arbor's most popular recreation area 
for good reason; it is a beautiful park 
that, even when filled with people, 
manages to be quiet and peaceful. 
Many of the benches and pimic tables 
are located at the water's edge, which 
allows you to enjoy the sunshine and 
the gentle sound of water against 
land. 
Currently, parts of some trails 
may be restricted because of water 
fowl nesting sites, and you can ob­
serve the birds in the water, on the 
land as they come up to feed, and 
in the air. At twilight, the air is alive 
with the cries oe birds as they come 
in to roost; if you're lucky; you can 
watch the swans come in for the night 
as the slap of their wings breaks the 
still surface of the water. 
The wooden bridge near one of 
the playground areas, provided by 
Hukone, Shiga, Japan, Ann Arbor's 
CONTINUED on Page 18 
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Face book 
CONTINUED from Page 3 
knows you're in law school, and your 
other friends probably think your law 
school status messages are insuffer­
able. There's a difference between 
taking learning seriously and making 
your seriousness a performance piece. 
Do you ever find yourself in public 
places engaging in the elaborate pan­
tomime of the Serious Law Student? 
Do you always read casebooks on the 
airplane? Are they sometimes upside 
down? If so, I'm talking to you. 
Relatedly, there should be a 
blanket prohibition against having 
a citation to the Federal Reporter 
anywhere on your Facebook page. 
State law citations, however, are suf­
ficiently plebian to warrant occasional 
but judicious usage. 
The "I AM IN THE LIBRARY ALL 
THE TIME AND LAW SCHOOL IS 
SOOO HARD" Status Message 
We get it. It's Law School and 
there's a curve. We're all in competi­
tion with each other and you're study­
ing RIGHT NOW no matter how nice 
it is outside. Nobody cares. 
Keep in mind, though, that the 
less explicit the declaration, the worse 
it is. So, for instance, if your way of 
announcing your constant presence 
in the library is, "At least the green 
carpeting is keeping me in the St. Pat­
rick's Day spirit! ! ! !,"then your status 
message is more reprehensible than if 
you merely said, "I used to love binge 
drinking green beer in college but 
now I'm in the library. Gee, isn't this 
a lamentable state of affairs?!" Any 
similar message that purports to be 
about something besides your need 
for validation of the amount of time 
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Not much needs to be said here. 
If your message is a cry for help, or 
an attempt to prompt your friends to 
ask you how you are, try to find a way 
that's less like spam. If, as is more 
often the case, what you're doing is 
more like public self-flagellation, start 
a blog, which will let people opt in, 
an option that Facebook currently 
does not offer unless I don't want to 
see any status messages in my News 
Feed. And clearly that's not a world 
I want to live in. 
We all acknowledge that we're 
not actually friends with everybody 
we're ' friends' with on Facebook, and 
the sooner we all acted in a way that 
reflected this reality, the better off 
we're going to leave the world for our 
children. 
Dave Heal clearly spends way too much 
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finger's worth of pure white foam 
head, which dissipates much too 
quickly and leaves no sticky lacing. 
The aroma tells you immediately 
that it is not a Kolsch: sweet and 
inviting, it combines hints of candy 
sugar, honey, and stone fruits (peach 
and apricot). And while there is just 
the faintest hint of a Kolsch's charac­
teristic herbal note, there is none of 
the traditional breadiness or must. 
On the tongue, the sweetness is not 
nearly as overpowering as the aroma 
seemed to suggest. In the mouth, 
the feel is quite luxurious; the effer­
vescent carbonation is reminiscent 
of champagne more than beer. The 
flavors of the hops emerge- fresh cut 
grass and flowers-to offset the fruiti­
ness. There is, however, no hops bit­
terness. The finish is very clean, dry, 
and slightly vinous, again evoking 
champagne. It's almost ridiculously 
easy to drink. I can barely finish a sip 
II 
before I'm ready for another. 
Curveball is a beer that defies 
style. It's a tacky, baseball-themed 
brew from a mediocre West Coast 
restaurant chain. It purports to be 
a Kolsch but doesn't really come 
close. It's fruity, but dry. Herbal, 
but not bitter. Sweet, but not cloy­
ing. More champagne-like than "the 
champagne of beers." But however 
you classify it, the end result is the 
same: a damn tasty brew that is per­
fect for a warm summer day and an 
easy upgrade over your default can 
of light-yellow com-spiked "beer." 
So drop the image concerns, think 
outside the style-box, and step up to 
a Curve Ball. 
Do you have article or beer suggestions 
for The Beer Guy ?  Do you have a beer 
you would like reviewed or a style that 
you would like to know more about ? 
Just want to talk about beer or to come 
drinking with me sometime? Drop Ben 
a line at benmcj@umich.edu (remember 
to put "The Beer Guy" somewhere in the 
subject line). 
• 
Take a Walk 
CONTI NUED from 14 
sister city, is a wonderful place to 
watch the sunset. though the sun 
disappears behind the trees before it 
fully sets, the colors reflect from the 
sky into the water 
Take some time away from the 
law quad to sit, enjoy nature, and 
watch the sun set, the moon rise, and 
the stars appear. Find your favorite 
constellations (mine are Canis Major 
and Orion), and remember what it 
felt like to be at peace. Take some time 
to save yourself. 
Carla seemingly leads a very Zen exis­
tence; tap into it at rg®umich.edu. 
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T hursday, March 26 
International Tax Panel Discussion 
(Tax Law Society) - Panel discussion 
with Professor Avi-Yonah, Professor 
Adams (Skadden), and Mr. Forst 
(Fenwick & West). 12:20 - 1 :20 PM; 
218HH. 
Origins Cultural Show (APALSA) 
- The annual cultural show and an­
nouncement of the AP ALSA 1 L Public 
Interest Fellowship. 6:00 - 10:00 PM; 
Union Ballroom. 
Cookbooks 
CONTINUED from Page 9 
reads as just that: a diary about pot­
tering about in the kitchen. Nigel 
Slater is a rather famous home cook 
in England who hasn't quite made 
the jump across the pond - perhaps 
because he isn't irritating and plastic 
like Jaime Oliver nor licentious and 
egotistical like Gordon Ramsay (no, 
I'm not apologizing to their fans - you 
should know better). In short, Slater 
is not a professional chef (having 
worked for a few in my day, I can 
say that). What he is, is a guy who 
cooks for himself and small groups of 
friends like a normal person would. 
Like most others living in northern 
climes, Slater craves hot cheesy 
goo and rib-sticking braised dishes 
in the winter, but also curries and 
dishes with chilis to fight off the gray 
gloom. Slater looks for local food at 
the local farmer's market, etc., and 
clearly favors eating in season, but he 
isn't averse to eating summer foods 
in February either. And, his recipes 
(which, in my experience, actually 
work the first time) are neither all 
healthy nor all haute. Sweet and · 
Sticky Chicken Wings are fab with 
a couple beers and a random movie, 
as are Pork Ribs with Honey and 
Speakeasy Soiree (BLA) - The Busi­
ness Law Association is hosting its 
final event of the year, the Speakeasy 
Soiree, this Thursday night. Proceeds 
will go toward purchasing interview 
apparel for low-income high school 
students in Detroit through The 
Generation Project. The event will 
include reduced drink prices for the 
event, professional blackjack and 
roulette tables and dealers, and a 
1920s costume contest. Tickets are $5 
before the event and $7 at the door. 
Hope to see you there! 8:00 PM -
12:00 AM; The Blue Leprechaun. 
Anise. Demerara Lemon Cake with 
Thick Yogurt is a perfect old school 
loaf cake, dense and buttery with a 
jolt of citrusy clean. And, I've always 
wanted to try the Steamed Sea Bass 
with Ginger and Cucumber. Since the 
book is a series of diary entries, Slater 
talks about the simple meals that he 
cobbles together with random ingre­
dients - a loaf of good bread, some 
tomatoes, and piece of cheese or a 
basic miso soup with frozen Chinese 
lit------
I 
Monday, March 30 
Motions Day (Student Affairs) - U.S. 
District Court Judge George Steeh 
will hold his motions calendar in 
Hutchins Hall. 10:10 AM - 12:10 PM; 
100HH. 
Wednesday, April 8 
General Body Meeting (APALSA) -
Elections for the 2009-2010 Executive 
Board. 6:00-7:00 PM; 150HH. 
dumplings from the store. Finally, 
Slater's writing - clear, purposeful, 
and joyful without being twee - is 
refreshing and helpful. He neither 
babies you with minute details, nor 
leaves out crucial information. But, 
really, the point of this book is the 
food. Point well taken. 
Get Liz & Michaela while they 're hot 
(and still here!) at rg@umich.edu. 
Case Notes! 
fl;- . � 
v .. 
By Arnie Medley 
Can you name this 
famous Torts case? 
Answers on p.2! 
All! ! f My 
eye !  
